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ABSTRACT

Challenges to any future commercial deployment of pyrochemistry will be significant. The implications of
industrial use must be well understood in technical, economic and social terms to gain commercial and
regulatory acceptance. The broad base of knowledge necessary to support general commercial use of
pyrochemistry in the nuclear field is considered. Pyrochemistry development is discussed in the context of a
commercial application-based approach and issues to be addressed are outlined. A stepwise evolutionary
development of pyrochemical processing is anticipated which might allow industrialisation in the absence of
acceptance of evolutionary development at industrial scale which benefited Purex development.
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1- INTRODUCTION

Molten salt pyrochemical techniques for processing spent nuclear fuel have been investigated for several decades
in a number of countries. The possibilities have widened from the present use in waste conditioning of spent fuel
to long term application in integrated reactor/recycle systems.

If pyroprocessing is to achieve a key role within the broader commercial fuel cycle many technical uncertainties
must be resolved and their impact must be shown to be acceptable against commercial and social criteria.

It will be difficult to resolve many of the technical uncertainties about nuclear pyroprocessing in the commercial
environment, yet only by addressing the broader issues affecting industrial deployment can any technical
potential be fully realised. This paper sets out an overview of the technical and broader issues, which will
influence the future of pyrochemistry in a nuclear context, and suggests how a development strategy might be
structured to address them.

2- PYROCHEMISTRY: A FAMILY OF PROCESSES

Work to date on nuclear application of pyrochemical processing has covered thermodynamic analysis of
systems, investigation of chemistry and materials behaviour, and technical demonstration of molten salt
reactor/recycle systems and waste conditioning applications at pilot scale mainly in the US and Russia. Research
programmes at laboratory scale are conducted in a number of countries including France, Japan and the United
Kingdom. An overview of these activities and the main developments is given in references (1), (2), (3), (4) and
(5).

Five main applications of pyroprocesses in the nuclear industry have been described in the literature:

- The processing of existing stockpiles of metallic fuel from early reactors.
- The processing of present and future spent fuel from fast reactors.
- A candidate for processing of oxide fuel if an alternative to Purex is needed.
- The partitioning step in a P&T strategy of transmutation of long lived radwaste before disposal.
- The spent fuel treatment module of a future integrated reactor/recycle system.

These applications would have to meet very different demands:

- Different drivers for development, ranging from clean-up concerns, recycling of nuclear materials, non-
proliferation to cost-competitiveness and safe waste management.

- Very different timeframes of deployment, linked with the deployment of the reactor technology and/or the
requirements and the enforcement of the policies of radwaste disposal.

- Very different scales of implementation depending on the quantity of material available for treatment.



In all cases significant further scientific research and major engineering development must be successful if
pyroprocesses are to achieve industrial implementation.

The claimed advantages and drawbacks of spent nuclear fuel pyroprocessing can be summarised as follows:

Main advantages:
Compact, with a limited number of operational steps, small devices with small hold-up of nuclear material.
Molten salts are inorganic, non-aqueous media, less sensitive to radiolysis hazards than aqueous processes
and believed to be less subject to criticality limitations.
Material with limited solubility in nitric acid can be more easily dissolved in molten salts.
Expected to be able to process high burn-up, short cooled fuels with no significant penalty.

Main drawbacks:
High temperature and strongly corrosive, especially fluoride systems, will create difficult challenges in
highly active industrial cells.
Current pyroprocesses have limited separation efficiency and must be operated in a batch mode, which
limits the scale of industrial operation.
The management of volatile species at large scale will be challenging.
Generate process wastes outwith current standards and some awkward technological wastes.

3- TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL CHALLENGES

If pyroprocessing is to progress beyond an interesting area of investigation with limited application, a clear
objective of industrialisation and commercial application must be pursued at some point. The development must
use the advantages listed above and overcome the drawbacks in order to meet the objective, while cost
competitively meeting the demands of society at the time of implementation.

Technical viability and operability are the fundamental criteria to meet to decide whether or not pyrochemistry is
ever adopted as a standard industrial production process in any part of the nuclear cycle.

Much valuable experience has been gathered especially in the USA and Russia where pilot plants are in
operation. However, some of the drawbacks listed above have certainly still to be addressed.

- High temperature and corrosion in active cells:
• Separation factors must be sufficiently stable with variation of process parameters, to allow safe
transients of the operation within a manageable operating envelope. Experimental characterisation will be
required in this area. This must include process start up, shut down, maloperation recovery and variability
of material between batches.
• Strong corrosion potential especially at the interface of the salt and the atmosphere requires specific
investigation to select the most appropriate material for use in industrial use where cost and equipment
lifetimes are key factors. There may be benefits from the recent progress in materials or surface coating.
• Electrorefiner components such as electrodes may be sensitive to thermal cycling and corrosion.
Appropriate design and construction must maximise reliability and life length and reduce maintenance
needs. Inactive piloting and trials must demonstrate high availability, minimum technological waste and
low cost maintenance, but must be supplemented by active trials with key species present.
• Systems which work well in a new electrorefiner or highly maintained rig can deteriorate with time
due to corrosion, erosion, accumulations of debris or excessive wear in a highly utilised, low maintenance
application. Studies based on the experience accumulated in the non-nuclear industry are probably
advisable to avoid significant remedial work after limited operation.
• New equipment monitoring and maintenance techniques, preventive or corrective, will have to be
conceived and tested. Remote maintenance, whilst undesirable, will probably be needed in many areas
and especially in areas of contact with the molten salt.
• Industrial standards of instrumentation for measurement and control will have to be developed. They
will have to operate, without maintenance but with high reliability, in conditions combining high
temperature, high radiation, electric fields and strong corrosion, for periods far more demanding than
those prevailing in current nuclear facilities.



Separation efficiency and batch mode
• Separation factors must be good enough to avoid multi-step processes and to meet the product purity
required. The simplicity of elementary pyrochemistry can not be counterbalanced by complex secondary
process flowsheets. Such flowsheets lead to large investment costs and must be rejected.
• Batch mode generally induces active material hold ups and "heels" which are in some cases difficult
to track or even to localise. This will create difficulty in criticality control and nuclear materials
accountancy in larger scale plant. This item must be addressed specifically by trials and modelling.
• In addition, process phases will be less homogeneous than in aqueous processes and some radioactive
species are likely to accumulate or deposit locally in the plant. Furthermore, significant amounts of fissile
material could be lost in the waste streams generated by cells with limited separation factors. This
complicates plant scale-up and raises challenges in establishing an industrially viable safeguards regime.

Waste generation
• Like any other nuclear facilities, those using pyroprocesses will have to minimise the generation of
gaseous, liquid and solid waste. An exhaustive assessment of the waste generation, including release of
effluents, production of process and technological waste must be made for each proposed flowsheet. The
assessment must consider both radioactive and chemical impact of the expected waste.
• Any new kind of waste form will be compared with existing forms. The latter will set the standards
in term of characterisation, transport, storage and disposal conditions. A pyroprocess based facility will
be expected to generate waste forms consistent with the existing standards and practices. Processes
avoiding "first of a kind" waste forms or showing a large margin of progress in waste characteristics will
be favoured.

In addition to the above, the demands of society and regulatory licensing will dictate much broader requirements
of the whole industrial process than just primary process viability. These broader key factors, which determine
whether a process can be successfully industrialised, must be recognised and assessed from the earliest stages of
development. If prudent investment is to be made in a successful "winning" industrial technology such topics as,
for example, economics, process safety, environmental impact, plant engineering, and social acceptability or
"licensability" must be considered relatively early in an industrial concept development. Many of these issues
are interlinked and dependent on fundamental technical factors. Early recognition of this linkage and dependency
will assist in ensuring that the key obstacles, and hence primary development objectives, are defined and
prioritised, and also ensure that impractical concepts can be eliminated early.

4- LEARNING FROM EXPERIENCE

In order to explore the industrialisation challenges facing pyrochemical nuclear fuel processing we can consider
the relevance of lessons learnt from today's industrial Purex applications. Many of the challenges and problems
faced over the years of industrial Purex application were not considered in the original process concept or even
in the earlier applications of the process. Recognition of the challenges which have emerged might help to steer
pyrochemical concepts towards successful development.

The latest generation of operational Purex reprocessing plants represents a significant evolution from previous
Purex reprocessing plants. They routinely process oxide fuel presenting much greater challenges than the low
burn-up metal fuels fed to earlier Purex plants. Additionally, regulators demand extremely high safety and
environmental standards compared with those applied to earlier generations of plants. This development of Purex
processing to today's levels of effectiveness has relied on data, operating experience and development principles
drawn from earlier generations of nuclear technology application. This has allowed Purex process development
to follow an evolutionary route to meet current high standards. This evolutionary approach at large scale will not
be available to new processes in future, yet the current standards, as a minimum, will be set for any plant using
pyrochemistry at industrial scale.

If future nuclear technologies, such as nuclear pyrochemistry, are to mature in a demanding and critical
regulatory environment it is most important that the uncertainties and risks of industrial application are fully
recognised and controlled during its development. The uncertainties and risks to be addressed not only apply to
specific scientific data, but to knowledge of design and engineering factors which affect process economics,
operability and licensing.



It is important to consider how such uncertainties can be managed by the development programme in order to
license the industrial process without unacceptable commercial risk. This consideration must be part of the
overall strategy guiding the development programme. Consideration of analogous Purex experience will help to
identify relevant areas and to structure a strategy for development which will improve the chance of future
industrial success.

Furthermore, analogy with mature industrial processes can help us to envisage how uncertainties might be
managed to meet future licensing criteria, and to focus investment on the key issues. Such lessons, from previous
process industrialisation, can indicate the correct balance between the development needed to reduce uncertainty
and the degree to which uncertainty can be tolerated in the design.

Of the many factors key to successful development, design, construction and operation of industrial scale plant,
of particular note are:

• Early recognition of the minimum plant scope for a true industrial reference design, including the process
support systems (e.g. remote maintenance, ventilation, fuel preparation, effluent/waste treatment)
fundamental to unit operation. This is the basis of sound technical and economic assessment.

• Establishing a good understanding the primary and supporting processes. This must include the implications
of minor species including those present in plant and fuel fabrication materials and reagent contaminants.

• Understanding the process operating envelope and fault conditions, so that the plant dynamics and realistic
operational control arrangements can be established, as well as maloperation recovery capability.

• Realistic recognition of plant reliability, availability and process logistics for appropriate plant sizing and
costing.

• Demonstration of process control arrangements and dynamics at an appropriate scale, particularly where
novel engineering concepts are to be used.

• Early testing and demonstration of important or novel items of equipment, including the proposed
engineering materials.

and, paradoxically,

• Recognition of the key risks and uncertainties remaining which must be accommodated in plant operation,
along with engineered provision and the flexibility necessary for their management.

As with any project it has been key to successful Purex projects that, following definition of the full plant scope
at the outset, uncertainties have been removed at the earliest possible stage. This means early assessment of
uncertainties and risks and then definition of appropriate action plans in development programmes to eliminate
major uncertainties early.

Development may well require early fundamental research and development of supporting process technology
alongside that of the primary process, particularly in the case of a novel primary process. For example, it is
worth reflecting on the fact that a "first industrial application of Purex" introduced in today's climate, for
example, might well have required much more concurrent definition and development of waste processing,
effluent discharge abatement, or immobilisation technology than was undertaken in earlier times.

Such consideration clearly favours the small-scale introduction of a pyrochemical process to meet a limited
demand and its placement in an existing flexible research infrastructure. This approach avoids infrastructure
costs, has limited inventory-related risks, and can be a valuable stage in development towards broader industrial
application by enabling data acquisition and some limited operational experience. Nonetheless such successful
local applications must be seen as contributing information and must not obscure the full impact, both technical
and economic, which must be examined in developing the case to support wider industrial deployment.

The section below will discuss two facets of broader development towards industrialisation
• The nature of the development process which is needed to achieve successful industrial deployment.
• The types of issue which characterise the step-change from concept to development of a viable industrial

plant.



5- DEVELOPMENT OF AN INDUSTRIAL CONCEPT

So then, how do the above issues affect our thinking on development of pyrochemical processes to industrial
scale?

In the first instance there is a need to establish clarity on what is meant by "industrial" scale. This discussion
addresses the broadest scenario of a truly commercial deployment of, say, >100 tHM/y routine throughput using
a stand-alone plant.

Phases in the process of discovering and industrialising technology can be considered, ideally, as follows:
1. Speculative Research
2. Proof of Principle
3. Industrial Concept Definition
4. Development of Design Flowsheet and Key Technology
5. Scale-up and Equipment Demonstration (often phased alongside Plant Design for large projects)
6. Design, Build, and Commission Plant

5.1. Phases 1 and2: Basic Research.
Phases 1 and 2 are well recognised by both academic and industrial communities. They comprise progressively
deeper assessment at both the experimental and theoretical levels of fundamental chemistry, thermodynamics,
and materials science necessary to define the basic process parameters and the primary process with a fairly
narrowly defined feed. International programmes in pyrochemistry can be viewed as occupying a range of
positions in this progression, most practitioners currently might see themselves working in phases 1 and 2.

It is noteworthy that, when phases 1 and 2 are completed for a primary process, progress to phase 3 will probably
trigger phases 1 and 2 for the supporting secondary processes, e.g. vitrification or encapsulation processes in the
case of Purex. It is desirable to recognise the likely requirements for such secondary processes necessary for
future commercial viability and licensing as early as possible, and if necessary researched to provide a firm basis
for judgement of viability.

5.2. Phase 3: Industrial Concept Definition
By the analogies with Purex already given, it can be seen that it is important, for secure confidence in industrial
viability of pyrochemical processing, that the full scope of definition of the industrialisation challenges is
recognised early. This definition occurs at phase 3 where the full project scope and relevant issues to be reflected
in the future programmes of development work are defined.

The full reference basis of the project will be a crucial concept for successful development of a pyrochemical
plant in particular as it may require supporting processes not yet proven nor available on current industrial sites.
This thinking supports a view that the competitive advantage of pyrochemical processes can only be truly tested
by comparing such a "reference industrial design" against competing technology reference designs, i.e. including
full recognition of the scope of supporting systems, uncertainties and development requirements.

When the case for industrial application is being built at phase 3, issues broader than basic chemistry and
kinetics should begin to dominate our thinking. Confidence in the primary flowsheet science should already be
high following experimental work in phases 1 and 2. Phase 3 is probably the most important step in establishing
whether a realistic expectation of industrial viability exists. It is worth examining this phase closely as it sets the
direction of work fundamental to the realisation of a successful industrial plant.

Work of importance at phase 3 will, for example, define the level of knowledge and key uncertainties in the
following areas:
• Flowsheet development necessary to confirm that the process will work with real feedstock.
• Outline definition for the full scope of the supporting infrastructure of the plant, noting potential problem

areas or novel technical challenges.
• Availability or development of suitable of engineering materials and fabrication methods.
• Commercial availability of reagents.
• Cost definition (development, capital and lifetime), expected profitability and programme timescales.
• Wastes and discharge implications.
• Preliminary analysis of the implications/acceptability of siting and likelihood of licensing.



Using the benefit of hindsight gained in Purex processing to provide examples relevant to molten salt
pyrochemistry, typical technical considerations might be:
• Ability of the process to achieve product quality with real fuel feedstock. Minor species will often complex

and limit process efficiency, or give rise to unwanted local deposits/accumulations, wastes or generate in-
process recycle. The presence of reactor cruds on fuel, for example, can give rise to process implications or
trigger secondary processing.

• The capacity to use maintenance free equipment in contact with radioactive material is desirable. Design of
a suitable nuclear electrochemical cell, of appropriate throughput, will be key to progress. Confidence will
be needed in plant maintenance concepts, plant reliability and availability. The need for remote
decontamination and maintenance facilities will significantly increase capital costs.

• The extent of novel equipment necessary to implement the process can create major uncertainty if fully
representative testing is not possible.

• Materials development needs, noting that the presence of impurities, hitherto unflowsheeted fuel
components or process by-products can be the main causes of corrosion in existing plants.

• The scale and nature of process ventilation, its ability to maintain process conditions at the proposed scale,
the nature and behaviour of volatile species. Volatile species can reflux or migrate, this behaviour can
manifest itself as flowsheet anomalies, transient discharges which challenge abatement systems, localised
radiation fields creating unpredicted operating/maintenance dose or waste processing problems.

• The implications of supporting long term efficient plant operability. The systems necessary to clean out the
plant, or recover off-specification process streams affect the plant scale and design as well as the nature and
quantity of wastes and effluents. The cost of secondary process systems is an important factor in Purex
plants.

• The sensitivity of the plant to systems failure and its capacity to recover.

An inherent problem in comparing new and old technologies is balancing the fact that the downside of mature
technologies is all too evident, but the problems of new technologies can be obscure and difficult to predict. It is
fundamental to assess issues such as the above which would typically have a major cost and programme impact
if overlooked. In order to secure a firm case for proceeding these issues need to be addressed at phase 3 and
compared with the uncertainties and costs of alternative processes.

Only after having fully appreciated the implications of a properly scoped industrial concept can the overall
development requirements be defined. The route to industrialisation can then be developed and evaluated. It will
clearly include conventional and fully radioactive experiments, computer modelling, reduced and, in some
instances, full-scale process and engineering trials. Assessment at phase 3 enables stagewise objectives for
development to be defined so that selective work is undertaken in a systematic way to ensure major uncertainties
are resolved progressively, with controlled levels of investment, as the concept is developed.

5.3. Phase 4: Design Flowsheet and Key Technology Development
As noted earlier, limited deployment (say <5 t HM/y) within an existing site infrastructure such as the pilot scale
activities referred to in the US and Russia would be analogous to development work undertaken at phases 4 and
5 in the context of larger scale commercial deployment. Such deployments will be an invaluable stage in
pyrochemistry development as many of the issues which restrict other industrial applications might be tolerated
in such circumstances. For example, plant availability and the need to provide supporting services, and their
impact on economics may have been issues of limited consequence in these specific circumstances.

Important data can be generated by such small-scale deployments, particularly if the scope of their potential data
contribution and the needs of broader industrial concepts are recognised at the outset. Improved understanding of
the process flowsheet, implications of non-flowsheeted components in the process, equipment design and
fabrication, materials and maintainability are all areas which can benefit from such deployments. Translation of
data from such deployments can provide important input into consideration of much larger scale commercial
deployment.

Considering the broader issue of work at phases 4 and 5, it is notable from Purex plant experience that where
timely development has been undertaken problems have not arisen requiring late rectification or expensive
remedy in the commissioning/operational phase of industrial plants. This clearly represents a principle valid for
development of any concept, and pyrochemical processing is no exception. Typical areas for consideration in
setting out a development strategy are given in the previous sub-section.



Problems which have occurred during commissioning aqueous processing plants typically indicate areas where:
• the detail of the process is sensitive to minor species present in the process reagents or streams, sometimes

specific to some fuels or burn-up, or present in plant fabrication materials,
• unexpected differences exist between simulant systems used in development and the actual process

materials,
• the significance of scale, throughput, or life-limiting features of the equipment was unrecognised in the

design process.

Clearly the fact that these problems can occur with a relatively mature process technology re-emphasises the
need to fully appreciate that there is a large step change from the experimental "proof of principle" to a full
spectrum flowsheet, at large scale, with a well defined supporting process infrastructure. It is important to
recognise the scale of impact moving from rig scale into a context where the degree of predictability of material
movement within the plant is required to be almost absolute and where reliable equipment life must be measured
in many 1000's hours.

Even with a carefully scoped project and development plan for phase 4 (and 5!), it is impossible to cover all
eventualities, or indeed to predict precisely the process settings or optimum plant operating method. It is
therefore important in this, and subsequent phases to demonstrate the inherent robustness and the flexibility
which will be designed into the process to manage uncertainty.

The progression given above is the ideal, in reality phases 4 onwards represent a complex pattern of overlapping
and parallel development activities dictated by the level of uncertainty and priorities set out in the programme
originating at phase 3. The emphasis at phase 4 will tend to be on proving novel technology, completion of the
database underpinning the active flowsheet (including effluent abatement and wastes processing), final mapping
of operating envelopes and fault management strategies, confirmation of fabrication materials choice. Much of
this work can be conducted at limited scale. As noted earlier, much useful data can be generated by current
focused applications which are analogous to phase 4. These will contribute to the broad base of knowledge of
pyrochemical processing.

5.4. Phase 5: Scale-up and Equipment Demonstration
The requirements to be met at phase 5 will tend to be very project specific. As noted above, this type of work can
often be found in parallel with design and construction activities because of the nature of nuclear process plant
projects, and in reality phases 4 and 5 also often overlap. The work is usually characterised by the larger scale of
equipment, scaled process flowsheet/fault scenario demonstration, use of extended timescales for trials and in
some cases the demonstration of actual process units under inactive test. The logic of content at phase 5 is an
extension of the points outlined earlier and hence we do not propose to go into further detail here.

6- COMMERCIAL LICENSING

Given the prerequisite of social acceptance of fuel processing as a strategy, either for waste conditioning or for
maximising value from nuclear material stocks, the industrial take-up of pyrochemical techniques for fuel
management will be shaped by the wider issues of economics and demonstrable technical soundness for any
specific application.

Section 5.2 above reflects the fact that technical soundness includes factors such as environmental impact,
workforce and public safety, and nuclear materials safeguards .. ..as well as process reliability and product
quality aspects.

Clearly, in addition to political/regulatory acceptability, commercial acceptability depends upon a favourable
balance of commercial risk and return for a pyrochemical process, compared with alternative fuel management
options. This comparison will assess the overall concept of utilisation, including consideration of (but not limited
to) confidence in the primary process.

The challenge in today's business and regulatory environment is how the uncertainties in the areas described
above can be adequately resolved to support business investment and regulatory authorisation. Put another way,
any potential of pyrochemistry can only be realised commercially if, at each stage of development (or
incremental application):

• the level of technical uncertainty can be limited,
• the risks can be bounded within regulatory norms,
• the level of investment is justified by the prospective market.



The inescapable conclusion is that, if pyrochemical processing is introduced to the commercial market, the
introduction will be stepwise. There will be evolution in scale and breadth of application over a long timescale.
This will contrast with the manner of Purex advances where the introduction, against much lower market and
regulatory barriers, quickly achieved industrial scale and subsequent evolution took place in levels of efficiency
and environmental hygiene.

7- CONCLUSION

Any aspirations for true industrial nuclear pyrochemistry application, even within a decade or two, require a
strategy which builds on small scale application or experimental work to systematically reduce the uncertainties,
typically outlined above, which presently obstruct the way to deployment.

Many of the uncertainties to be resolved relate to better definition of underpinning data relevant to real operating
scenarios, building on the idealised process concepts which have been developed over decades. Experience of
Purex technology has progressively shown that the process attributes needed for industrial deployment go far
beyond the primary process performance of a small number of species shown on the basic flowsheet.

A key feature of a sound development strategy is clear recognition of the industrial context, where the issues
determining acceptability may be different from, and sometimes more demanding than is apparent from an
experimental context. Such an approach must be followed if current work is to enable future commercial
deployment.

It is only when evidence exists to support validity of industrially relevant data and basic unit operating
performance that the commercial incentive will exist to invest with confidence and with the expectation that
regulatory licensing can be achieved.

Furthermore industrialisation will only be achieved if the development community justifies increasing resource
commitments to pyrochemical technology development. To do this it is necessary to continually respond to the
broader questions addressing the prerequisites for successful industrial deployment.

Looking forward from today's position:
• Pyrochemical processing can only be a piece of the nuclear revival if a broad basis of confidence in its

performance can be demonstrated.
• Deployment of nuclear pyrochemistry within the commercial fuel cycle will require a new generation of

facilities that, hopefully, we have time to prepare.
• Current work contributes very valuable phase 1 and 2 input in preparation for phase 3. Deployments such as

those in the US and Russia can continue to contribute greatly to nuclear pyrochemistry, particularly if they
can contribute knowledge which will be relevant to broader deployment.

• Phase 3 and further development towards broader industrial deployment in must involve industry as soon as
possible, and learn from experience to help to identify and overcome real life constraints (economics,
environmental impact, safety, safeguards etc.).

• Phase 4 onwards will be a tough engineering challenge and can only be overcome by a co-operative
approach.
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